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infamous paedophile John Horsfall? Published:12:46Friday 25 March 2017
Share this article Last year we reported the sad, and possibly agonising,
news that one of the heroes of those dark days is now suffering from
dementia. John Horsfall was the Chief Constable of Derbyshire’s Police
who was responsible for trying to bring the monster to justice. Last year we
reported the sad, and possibly agonising, news that one of the heroes of
those dark days is now suffering from dementia. John Horsfall was the
Chief Constable of Derbyshire’s Police who was responsible for trying to
bring the monster to justice. His reported victim was a girl called Tara
Moore, and we were told that he was in his early 70s and probably suffering
from dementia. However, thankfully a young man by the name of Stephen
Walsh, is now doing something about this. As is revealed in this harrowing
but amazing report, this remarkable man is determined to find out the truth
about what happened in the Derbyshire area in the 1980s. Perhaps
thankfully, he has been able to find old newspaper clippings that seem to
confirm what happened in the area and that one of the key suspects was
Horsfall himself, and possibly others, including a Mrs. James. This of
course is very worrying and begs the question: should ‘84-22-85’ be added to
the hated killer’s life list? Perhaps time is just about right.Alumni Sitting on
a rural train in the summer of 1988, I scribbled a note, scribbled another
note, and put it in the box marked “unfinished”. “The soundtrack to my
summer,” I told myself, after the train left. The movie was Patrick Süskind’s
Perfume: The Story of a Murderer, and I had written it one night in a
Dalston cafe. In the days that followed, it was my regular hit of the summer
holidays, and I recorded and marketed it myself. I’m not a huge fan of
people talking about their musical inspirations, but in this case I’ll make an
exception. Back in the 80s, I saw Patrick Süskind’ f678ea9f9e
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